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article on boredom).

Poll the experts on an optimal exercise prescription andon and imal

responses will vary. Typically, answers include frequencuency, 

duration, and intensity—something like aerobic exercisrcise 

three times a week for sixty minutes at 60 percent of your your 
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wasn’t a workout unless I swam between three and four wawasn’t a workout unless I swam between three and four etween three and

ththousand meters. Until about a year ago, that prescription hat prescriptieters. Until about a year ago, thaha
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Optimal Exercise & ADHD
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So what is the answer to how much 

exercise you should do?  

It’s the amount that you will do.  

After all, most of us have 

engineered movement  

out of our lives.  

In my perspective  

as a coach, some  

workout is better  

than no workout  

even if it doesn’t meet  

optimal prescriptions.
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